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Learning lifeline for London kids 
struggling to do online lessons

CatBytes Group helps children get computers 
LONDON: In a community center in a deprived London suburb-
surrounded by old computers and tangled leads-volunteers take their
screwdrivers to the piles of donated equipment. Their aim? To throw
a learning lifeline to the many kids unable to access online lessons
during the UK’s latest coronavirus lockdown. Many children in Lon-
don have struggled to continue their schooling during the pandemic
due to a lack of computers or tablets. Since the lockdown introduced
in January, the CatBytes group in Lewisham in southeast London has
seen demand from local schools constantly outstrip supply. “The de-
mand from Lewisham is way in excess of what we can deliver”, says
CatBytes founder Damian Griffiths, who works with volunteers most
weekdays, fixing up the donated computers. Schools in England
closed in early January as the new variant of coronavirus caused
cases to surge. A date for reopening has not yet been set, but the
government said it will announce a roadmap for easing restrictions
next week. School closures have revealed the large number of families
who cannot afford the laptops or tablets needed for remote learning.

Throughout the pandemic, “food insecurity has been the main
issue discussed but I think digital (scarcity) is really rising up the
ranks”, says Griffiths. While children often access the internet on
phones, “I was surprised at how many don’t have any laptops at
home”, he says. Lewisham is nothing exceptional: the number of chil-
dren in poverty there is slightly below the average for the capital.

CatBytes usually runs workshops for adults, but during the pan-
demic, it has switched to helping children and has “a lot more volun-
teers”, Griffiths says. Marz, who is repairing a donated computer,
works as a videographer. Volunteers sort through the laptops, prior-
itizing ones that can be easily fixed while others are put to one side.
These “we can fix during our little downtimes,” Marz says.

‘Digital divide’ 
The communications regulator Ofcom estimates that between 1.1

and 1.8 million children in the UK-or nine percent-do not have access
to a computer, laptop or tablet at home. “They don’t have something
appropriate for doing schoolwork or homework,” says Griffiths. “And
now, with online learning, online schooling, every child needs a lap-
top.” The Department for Education has delivered more than one mil-
lion laptops and tablets to the most disadvantaged children across
the country, as part of a £400 million ($554 million) investment to
support schools. Stacey McIntosh, the pastoral manager and safe-

guarding lead at nearby Rushey Green Primary School, drops in to
pick up five laptops for the pupils. While the school received 74 lap-
tops and tablets from the government, as well as some wireless
routers, that is not enough, she says. “There are still children without
computers. “The school has been providing children without devices
with printed-out lesson packs but they “have been missing out on
key learning from their teacher”, McIntosh says.

Her school has received over 30 laptops from CatBytes since Jan-
uary and she says this is important for children socially, too. During
lockdown, “the children have lost their friendships, their teachers who
they are close to,” she says.”Being able to give them the opportunity
to get online to see their friends virtually in those little squares, well,
it’s significant.” Vital as the computers are, some children face an ad-
ditional struggle because their families cannot afford internet access,
says Griffiths. “The main problem that no one knows how to fix is the
data problem,” he says. “With a laptop, somebody can give it to you
and you can refurbish it and redistribute it but data is an ongoing
cost”. Ofcom says that seven percent of households can only access
the internet through a mobile device such as a dongle or USB. A num-
ber of data providers, including Vodafone, BT Mobile and O2, are
now offering free mobile data increases.—AFP

Draghi sets out plan to 
rebuild virus-hit Italy
ROME: Prime Minister Mario Draghi pledged Wednesday to
use “all means” to fight the coronavirus pandemic that has dev-
astated Italy, and said it presented an opportunity for the coun-
try to rebuild as it did after World War II. In his first speech since
taking office, the former European Central Bank chief listed the
pandemic as his top priority of a long list of issues requiring ur-
gent attention. “The government will carry out reforms but will
also tackle the emergency,” he told the Senate, the upper house
of parliament, where he has almost unanimous support for his
new government of national unity. The 73-year-old, parachuted
in after the previous centre-left government collapsed, has been
dubbed “Super Mario” since promising to do “whatever it takes”
to save the euro during the 2012 debt crisis.

On Wednesday he promised to fight “with all means” the
pandemic that has left more than 94,000 Italians dead and
sparked a deep recession, with the economy contracting almost
nine percent last year. “Today we have, as did the governments
of the immediate post-war period, the possibility-or rather the
responsibility-to start a new reconstruction,” Draghi said in his
almost hour-long address. His new government involves a wide
range of parties from leftists to Silvio Berlusconi’s Forza Italia,
the populist Five Star Movement (M5S) and Matteo Salvini’s eu-
rosceptic, far-right League. Draghi said backing him meant
“sharing the prospect of an ever more integrated European
Union that will arrive at a common public budget capable of sup-
porting countries in times of recession”. He added: “Today, unity
is not an option, unity is a duty.”

Dramatic situation 
Draghi was sworn in on Saturday as Italy’s 30th prime min-

ister since it became a republic, ending a month-long political
crisis sparked by the implosion of ex-premier Giuseppe Conte’s
coalition. On Wednesday, Draghi said it was a time of “intense
emotion” personally to take over with Italy in such a “dramatic
situation”. With rising concern about the spread of new coron-
avirus variants, which have sparked a series of mini-lockdowns
in towns across Italy, Draghi emphasized the importance of
speeding up vaccinations.

After a strong start in late December, the campaign has
slowed, with only 1.3 million people out of a population of 60
million immunized so far. And after almost 450,000 people lost
their jobs last year, mostly women and young people, Draghi
also underscored the importance of protecting all workers-
but said “it would be a mistake” to also save all companies
from insolvency. 

Another immediate challenge is drawing up a plan to spend
what Draghi has previously called the “extraordinary resources”
offered by the EU. Italy expects to receive more than 200 billion
euros ($240 billion) from the EU’s post-coronavirus recovery
fund, but in return, it is expected to commit to potentially difficult
or unpopular reforms. “These resources will have to be spent
with an aim to improve the growth potential of our economy,”
Draghi said. He promised reform to Italy’s stifling bureaucracy,
labyrinthine tax code and snail-paced justice system, as well as
a focus on education, closing the gap on female employment and
fighting climate change.—AFP

Israeli housing crisis,
a decade after its
‘tent revolution’
TEL AVIV: Ten years since protests against the cost of living rocked
Israel, affordable housing remains just as scarce, even prompting
some city-dwellers to seek cheaper living on a rural kibbutz. The 2011
“tent revolution” saw young Israelis furious at sharp rises in rents
erect shelters on the upmarket Rothschild Boulevard in the heart of
Tel Aviv. Thousands of protesters soon took to the streets across Is-
rael, shouting slogans demanding social justice.

Such widespread social upheaval had not been seen in Israel since
the early 1970s, when thousands of people, led by a group called the
Black Panthers, campaigned against racial discrimination suffered by
Mizrahi Jews of Middle Eastern descent. But many of the demands of
the tent revolution remain a dream. “Since then, prices have continued
to increase,” said Stav Shaffir, a figurehead of the 2011 protests. “So-
cial housing-important in the 1960s and 1970s-has been cut back so

that almost everyone is tied to the private market,” Shaffir told AFP.
The private housing market is largely unregulated in Israel. Shaffir,

who was later elected to parliament, introduced the “fair rental law”,
passed in 2017 to strengthen tenants’ rights. Property must now be
in “good condition and the repairs are done at the expense of the
owners... who can no longer evict the tenants as quickly as before,”
said the 35-year-old activist, who heads Israel’s Green Party.

Housing bubble 
But the law has had limited impact on rent prices, which are not

capped in Israel, said Danny Ben-Shahar, director of the Alrov Insti-
tute for Real Estate Research, at Tel Aviv University. Low borrowing
rates coupled with population growth-in a country with both high
birth and immigration rates-means demand for apartments outstrips
supply. The result is a “drastic” increase in house prices, which has a
knock-on impact on rents, Ben-Shahar said.

“Housing is still a major concern,” he added. The problem is es-
pecially acute in Tel Aviv. The Mediterranean city is ranked as the fifth
most expensive city in the world in The Economist magazine’s latest
cost-of-living report-ahead of New York and Geneva. “To buy a
four-room apartment costs on average three million shekels
($920,0000) in Tel Aviv, and 1.7 million shekels elsewhere
($520,000)”, he said. Such costs price out all but the wealthy.—AFP

LONDON: A member of the team at Catbytes, a computer repair char-
ity, repairs a donated computer at Ewart Community Hall in south
London.—AFP 


